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appointed to buy the meat/ ' The text, " Render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar's J>, makes as much
against kings as for them, for it says plainly that some
things are not Caesar's.'
But Selden was merely a skirmisher in the battle of
the time : the work of holding the fort day and night
fell largely upon John Milton. Milton's prose works
are models of inspired rhetoric, and his plea for truth
and freedom of speech in the Areopagitica is of immortal
splendour and, unfortunately, of immortal necessity.
In The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, published
just after and presumably as a defence of the execution
of Charles I, he puts forward the theory of the limited
contract which was -soon to become the stock-in-trade
of Whiggism. * No man, who knows aught, can be
so stupid to deny that all men were naturally born
free, being the image and resemblance of God Himself.'
Then ' by Adam's transgression falling among them-
selves to do wrong and violence . . . they agreed by
common league to bind each other from mutual injury/
* And because no faith in all was found sufficiently
binding, they saw it needful to ordain some authority
that might restrain by force and punishment what was
violated by peace and common right/ Hence, ' they
communicated either to one, whom for the eminence
of his wisdom and integrity they chose above the rest,
or to more than one whom they thought of equal
deserving: the first was called a king; the others,
magistrates ; not to be their lords and masters, but to
be their deputies and commissioners/ * As the magis-
trate was set above the people, so the law was set above
the magistrate/ The cry of anarchy, Milton justly
rebuts and flings back at his adversaries. * To say that
.kings are accountable to none but God, is the over-
turning of all law and government/ At times Milton

